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Chinese
Web Reader

A Tool that helps you train reading
and listening to written Chinese texts

6  Dream of the Red Chamber
by Cao Xueqin

This masterpiece of Chinese literature by Cao
Xueqin is quite a lengthy text with its 120 chapters
and was written in the middle of the 18th century
during the reign of the Qing dynasty. There is no
sound output support for this text due to limita-
tions of physical space on this disk.

7  Thirty Easy-to-read 
Chinese Stories 

In this edition, you will find 30 authentic Chinese
story texts, all of which cover some sort of entertai-
ning texts like jokes, love story, ghost stories, fables,
etc. The first two of them have been taken from
classical works and are in Classical Chinese; all the
other texts are in contemporary Chinese.

Chinese Character List HSK Level 2

This application is useful for students of Chinese
with an elementary up to intermediate previous
knowledge.

8  Wenlin Text Collection
These texts have been provided by the Wernlin
Institute (http://www.wenlin.com) as a part of
their software. The texts presented here for instal-
lation on the user’s computer include additional
medical classics like the Bencao Jing and the
Shanghan Lun, the Confucian classic Lunyu, and
various other texts in contemporary Chinese prose
covering humour stories, etc.



Chinese Web Reader. A Tool that lets you read and understand
written Chinese texts n With in-built Pinyin pronunciation annotation above each
Chinese character / word within a text  n With in-built tooltips to show the English
meaning of each word / character popping up in a small separate window when
hovering with the mouse over any character or word in a text   n With the entire
text being read aloud to you on a computer while you are reading, training 
reading and listening comprehension simultaneously  n Easy to use, just an MS 
IE-compatible web browser and a sound output-enabled computer required

1  Classical and Modern
Literature

Four different Web Reader applications covering
lyrics, prose (fables, philosophical texts, classical
and modern literature from different authors) in
both classical and modern Chinese at various
levels of reading and listening comprehension
difficully (elementary, intermediate and advan-
ced): 30 Stories, Chinese Web Reader,
Elementary Chinese Web Reader, Zhuangzi
Web Reader.

2  Chinese Language 
Proficiency Exam (Hanyu
Shuiping Kaoshi)

It includes six language exam levels (from basic
to very advanced), and for each of these six
exam levels Chinese Character and Vocabulary
training applications are provided here; some of
them both in English as well as German versi-
ons, others in English or German only: HSK
Chinese Characters, HSK Character Flash
English, HSK Character Flash German, HSK
Essential Vocabulary.

3  N E I J I N G
The oldest Chinese Classic on acupuncture,
commonly known as the Yellow Emperor’s
Classic of Internal Medicine (Huangdi
Neijing) is the earliest document extant on the
topic and was compiled at some time during the
Han dynasty, more than 2500 years ago. The

classic comes in three volumes, the Suwen, the
Lingshu, and the Nanjing. This text still plays
an authoritative role in the training of acu-
puncture physicians today, both in China and in
the West. Suwen, Lingshu, Nanjing.

4  Lu Xun Collection
Lu Xun (1881 – 1936) is a famous Chinese nove-
list and the first one to write and publish his
texts in the common colloquial language of the
people understood by everbody. The texts selec-
ted and presented here include: Ah Q (1921),
Kuangren Riji (A Madman’s Diary, 1918),
Chaohua Xishe (Dawn Blossons Plucked at
Dusk, 1923), Na Han (Call to Arms, 1923),
Naqiang, Pang Huang (Wandering, 1925),
Ye Cao (Wild Grass, 1927), Zhongguo
Xiaoshuo Shilüe (A Brief History of Chinese
Novels,1925).

5  Sunzi (The Art of War)
Sunzi (probably 544 – 496 B. C.) is well-known
for his war strategems presented in his treatise
On the Art of War (Sunzi Bingfa). This text is
in Classical Chinese and presented here: Sunzi
on »The Art of War«.

HUANGDI NEIJING
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erChinese Web Reader. A Tool that lets you read and

understand written Chinese texts n Studying Chinese includes the
training of listening and reading comprehension skills. The Chinese
Web Reader applications offered here allow you to do exactly that by 
� reading selected authentic Chinese texts, both classical and modern,
drawn from different literary genres and at various difficulty levels of
reading and listening comprehension;
� Pinyin transeription above each word / character;
� English definitions of Chinese words / characters displayed as tool-
tips in a small separate window when hovering with the mouse over a
Chinese word / character;
� listening to the Chinese text read aloud while reading it at the same
time.

viademica.verlag berlin
Ihr Partner für wissenschaftliche Fachliteratur

n Western students and teachers of Chinese are the
intended audience of this disk and the Web Reader
applications offered here:
� Students can practice and train reading and liste-
ning comprehension on the computer by selecting any
text of their interest from a wide range of resources
gathered here and study the materials at their own
pace.
� Teachers can make use of any of these texts during
lesson in class and build learning activities for stu-
dents around them.
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System Requirements n Windows
XP or higher, sound output-enabled
PC, MS IE-compatible web browser,
between 4 to 20 GB of free hard disk
space, depending on the number of
installations to be transferred from
disk to the user’s computer, Chinese
language support installed from
Windows system on Western systems
of Windows.

ISBN 978-3-939290-47-6


